Tip: Difficult 60904 Conversions for F800 (3026) and 3111

Date: 30-10-05 27-05-2013 LED lighting, 01-02-2018 LED 3111, 27-03-2021, 01-06-2022 Links
Hi All,
I divided the combined document ‘3026 and 3111 difficult 60904 Conversions’ into two separate
articles see below for the latest information.
3026 Difficult 60904 Conversion and 3111 Difficult 60904 Conversion
It’s good to revisit previous conversions and see if you can improve on what has been done before. I
decided to add LED lighting to my 3026 (F800) and 3111. This document update shows how it was done.
For the 3026 I also made a modification to the Telex coupler to get reliable operation when shunting.
30-10-2005 Please refer to the last page for the original text.

Above is the 3026 with cabin light (bulb) and head lights (LEDs) on.

Front Lights
I removed the two bulbs and replaced them with
3mm warm white LEDs. Two 1k resistors were
mounted on Vero board and glued to the back of
the 60902-decoder. I used heat shrink around the
LEDs to avoid any short circuits and white dots
mark the polarity of the LEDs which are wired in
series.

Close view showing the location of two 1N9418
diodes with the heat shrink pulled back. The diodes
are used to control switching one front light on
when the locomotive is driving in reverse.

See wiring diagram page 3
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Front view no lights

Front view lights on forward

Front view light reverse direction.

The LEDs are very bright and for something different I decided to have one front light on when the
locomotive is driving in reverse.

Tender Lights

I carefully drilled 3mm holes in the tender lights and painted the holes and the surrounds of the lights
silver. The warm white LEDs were a press fit into the holes and wired in series with a 1k resistor in line
with the grey wire, rolled pins were used as plugs at the other end of the wire harness. The photo above
right shows a thin black card mask to stop any light leakage.
I also added two brass weights 9.5mm dia. x 20mm in length which were a press fit into the top of the
tender as shown.

Rear view no lights on
http://members.ozemail.com.au/~rossstew/rms/marklin.html
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Light Wiring Diagram
F0f

1N4148

1k

F0r
60901
Decoder

Left Front

Tender Lights

Right Front

F1
Orange +

Cabin Light

The cabin light bulb has now been upgraded to a PLCC2 warm LED light.

View above shows arrangement of chokes, cabin light and wiring around the motor shield, masking card
has been omitted.

View above shows masking card at the rear of the magnet.

Motor Shield Mask
I used thin black card that covers the motor shield and the
rear of the magnet to provide insulation from the metal
body shell and better optical appearance.
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Telex Improvement

Because this locomotive has been well used the Telex uncoupler has become magnetized over time and
sometimes remains in the up position even thought the function is off, so it makes it difficult to couple to
waiting wagons to form a train.
I don’t have a demagnetizer so I have added a spring from a reversing unit that connects the Telex arm
and is held in place by a small brass wire soldered to the coupler as shown above. When the Telex
uncoupler is de energised the spring has just enough power to overcome the magnetized arm and snap it
to the lowered position, it works well.

http://members.ozemail.com.au/~rossstew/rms/marklin.html
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3111 Locomotive

I decided to remove the smoke unit from this loco so that the upper front light could be illuminated once
again. I thought it was time to upgrade to LED lighting and I also decided to add tender lights using fibre
optics.

Front Lights

Front

Back

For the front lights I soldered three 0805 white
LEDs in series and added cut off resistor leads
so the assembly could be plugged into the light
socket made from rolled IC pin sockets.
To fit the 6090-decoder I had to remove the
original protective cover and use thinner plastic
to protect the decoder from short circuiting.
With this arrangement the decoder just fitted.
The two current limiting resistors 1x 680R (front
LED) and 1x 1k (tender LED) were soldered to Vero board and glued to the back of the plastic cover of
the decoder. I used electrical tape to cover this resistor assembly.
The red arrow shows thin black card cut to size to act as a light baffle. Note the tab on top (green arrow)
which stops light leaking through the smoke stack hole.
Because the front LED assembly had a blue look about it, I used Tamiya Clear Yellow X-24 acrylic
paint to warm the LED colour. See LED Tinting article page 7.

http://members.ozemail.com.au/~rossstew/rms/marklin.html
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Tender Fibre Optics see page 8 for update

For the tender lights I used one 3mm warm white LED fitted into the bottom of the acrylic rod. I used the
same techniques as in the LED Tinting article page 7. To stop light leaking from the tender I used thin
black card as shown.

Since the tender is wired to the locomotive, I used hot melt glue on the coupling pin end to stop the tender
coming away from the locomotive. You can also see the wire between locomotive and tender has a small
loop to allow free movement on curved track. For good measure I also removed the old Relex coupling
and replaced it with a close coupler pocket and close coupler.

This is a side view showing the motor shield arrangement and is now continued with the original article.
http://members.ozemail.com.au/~rossstew/rms/marklin.html
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Tender Fibre Optics and LED Top Lantern
For techniques used to add a LED to the top tender lantern please refer to article
Enhancing Old Locomotives by Adding Tail Lights pages 16-21.
I will only point out the new and revised techniques I have used for this locomotive.
Warning: - You undertake the following modifications at your own risk. Mechanical modifications will
be required to add the extra LED light.
I decided to change how
the two fibre optic marker
lights looked to get a closer
match with the clear lens in
the top lantern.
I removed the fibre optics
and recessed the holes a
little deeper to allow the
fibre optics to sit back
further inside the lantern.
To fit the lens, I used a
2.5mm drill to counter bore
the existing hole just
enough for the lens to fit.
Care should be taken not to
drill too deep.
The holes were repainted with silver acrylic paint. The marker lights are less bright and because of the
fibre optics provide a softer light. The top light is brighter because of the direct LED light but all lights
have the same colour and look balanced.

Drilling Holes
It is best to drill the 2.5mm hole just deep enough for the lens first then drill the 2.0mm hole for the LED.
For the top lantern I drilled 2x 0.3mm holes for
the wires to exit the back of the light. At the back
of the lantern on the outside of the tender there is
a supporting rib and I was able to drill 0.3mm
holes on either side next in a downwards
direction which allowed the wires to enter the
inside of the tender. In this view you can see the
unpainted wires which were finally painted with
black acrylic paint to make them less visible.

http://members.ozemail.com.au/~rossstew/rms/marklin.html
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Tender Internal Wiring
The 0.25mm enamelled copper wires from the LED were
routed and soldered to a Vero board interconnection panel as
shown. The fine wires were held in place with black electrical
tape. I used ESU wire for the flexible connection.

Using a small Vero board with three copper foils I mounted a 1k and 12k resistor. The foils under the
resistors were cut with a 3mm drill. The assembly was glued to the weight with Gel super glue.
On the left the black wire is the F0r function connected to both resistors. The grey wire is the +Plus which
is connected to the orange wire from the decoder in the locomotive. The fibre optic 3mm LED and the
0603 top lantern LED is then connected to the
respective connections, please refer to the wiring
diagram below.
The only change I made to the wiring in the
locomotive was to remove the 1k resistor and solder
the black wire from the tender next to the F0r yellow
wire.

Wiring Diagram Locomotive
+Plus
F0f

60901
Decoder

Front Lights

560

F0r

Rear Top Light

12k
1k

Rear Marker Lights
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30-10-05 Original Article
Hi All,
I have converted two loco’s which aren’t on the recommended list of 60904 conversions. I modified/cut
the motor shield (214121) used for electric locomotives to achieve my task. The converted locos are F800
(3026) with Telex and 3111.

Above is the F800 and below is 3111. To the right is a close up
showing modified motor shield with holding bracket made
from 0.5mm thick soft aluminium sheet cut to size, secured
with the original screws then moulded into shape. The key
point is the brush springs are below the motor bearing so no
body modifications were required. The body is a close fit
around this arrangement. Special care was taken to align the
armature with the gears and the arrangement of the components
required patience to fit within the body shell.

The original lamp holder on the F800 was replaced with some cut vero board to hold sockets to allow the
use of 610080 digital lamps. Functions for the F800 are F1 is a cabin light and F2 controls the Telex on
the tender. Both loco’s run very well and the time taken was worth the effort.
Note: Marklin could extend the range of possible conversions if they designed a new motor shield with
the brush springs below the bearing housing. I hope one day this may happen in the meantime I’ll enjoy
running these fine old locos on my layout.
As always enjoy your model trains.
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